
                             

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
PEEL & STICK WOOD WALL PLANKS 

  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS PRIOR TO INSTALLATON: 

 

Thank you for your purchase of our peel and stick real wood wall planks!  

Since our wood planks are made from real natural pine wood its normal to see slight 

design variations of wood grain and texture.  Our wood planks offer uniqueness and  

authenticity that will provide a warm and elegant look to your walls for years to come!  

 

• Wood Planks are for interior use only and should not be used for flooring. 

• Allow planks to acclimate for 48-72 hours in the room to be installed in. 

• Room temperature should be maintained between 18° and 30° Celsius ( 65°F and 

85°F) and maintain the indoor relative humidity between 40% - 60% at all times. 

• Not recommended in high damp areas (e.g. full bath with shower) and high 

temperature areas exceeding 50°C (125°F) e.g. fireplace surround. 

• Layout several rows of planks on the floor to see your design and mix textures and 

variations to see the look you want before installing them to the wall  especially if you 

will be mixing colors. 

 

REQUIRED TOOLS AND MATERIALS: 

 

- Pencil                   - Level                      - Measuring Tape 

- Protective Glasses and Dust Mask         - J-Roller 

 

CUTTING: Manual or Jig Saw (fine tooth), Utility Knife or Miter Saw 

 

PREPERATION: 

 

• Installation steps may vary according to the desired look you want to achieve.  Plan 

the layout style as per our available chart below and make your starting line on the 

wall.   

• Our wood planks can be installed on flat smooth drywall ( painted, primed or 

unpainted).   

• Clean the wall surface and remove any debris, dust or chipping paint and ensure its 

dry. 

• Remove any outlet plates and maintain caution around outlets and switches. 

 



INSTALLATION STEPS ( Horizontal Layout ): 

 

1. Start the installation at the top of the wall.  Do not follow the ceiling line as it may not 

be level.  Therefore start about 6” down from the top and use your level to draw a 

straight reference line with your pencil.  This will be your starting point and guide for 

your first row. 

2. Remove the protective film from the adhesive strips on the back of the first board and 

place the bottom edge of the plank along the reference line, Once the full length of 

the board sits accurately along the line you can stick it down and press firmly along 

the full plank.  Use your level on the first board to make sure it is level as once the 

adhesive is set it will be hard to remove the board. 

3. Repeat the process with laying the first row of planks along your reference line and 

lining up next to your previous installed plank. 

4. We recommend installing the boards from left to right, taking the cut board and 

starting back to the left of next row. 

5. For a natural staggered look you may want to mix up the boards so the vertical seams 

don’t all look so uniform but this depends on the look you want to achieve depending 

on the horizontal layout.   

6. You will likely have to (rip cut) horizontally the bottom and top row boards to fit, 

measure the width of the last rows for each end of the plank to fit. 

7. Once all planks are installed you should go over the entire wall with a J-Roller to 

ensure that even pressure is applied to the entire surface. 

 

DESIGN LAYOUTS 

 

 
 

 

MAINTENANCE CARE & TIPS: 

 

Do not apply water to the surface.  Use a soft and dry cloth or brush. 

Do not use any abrasive cleaners on your wall. 

 

 

ENJOY YOUR BEAUTIFUL WALL! 

WWW.WALLDECOR3D.COM 



INFO@WALLDECOR3D.COM         877-925-5733 

                             

HERRINGBONE INSTALLATION 
PEEL & STICK WOOD WALL PLANKS 

  

 

Your first board is the most important plank to place correctly and the rest aligns with the 

first board.  Measure and draw a center line down the center of the wall with your pencil 

and use your level to make sure i ts straight. 

Next place the first (1) panel corner on the line and use a speed square to make sure 

that you have an angle of 45°between the center line and the board ( You can also pre 

draw the 45°on the plank and align the top corner and next point down to make it easier 

when adhering the plank to wall ).   

Next align board (2) and you now have your starting triangle.  From here you work on the 

next inner triangle going down the wall.  After you finish your full plank triangle pieces 

you can work on your wing pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Place corner of board on the line 

(1) 
(2) 

Draw Center Line 

Make sure angle is 45° 

with a Speed Square 


